Water Management

SweCin AB
SweCin is a Solution provider within “National Security and Public Safety.” The company develops exclusive solutions for detection, report and action tools to avoid negative impact on public safety.

SweCin delivers scalable turn-key solutions to municipalities as well as private industry facilities or compounds.

SweCin enables several business models due to customer requirements.
System Key Factors

- Real time communication
- Scalability
- Rule engine with data mining
- Versatile monitoring
- Two way communication
- Initiate action remote
Communication
From Impurity to Command and control

Requirements – sensors
- Identifying correct Impurity to right quantity within a very short time
- Able to communicate required information on line
- “Time slot report” to secure detecting increasing, sustained or decreasing amount of impurity

Requirements – C&C
- Distinguishing reporting sensor/ sensor groups
- Quick compilation of the data collected
- Able to communicate required information on line
- “Time slot report” to secure detecting increasing, sustained or decreasing amount of impurity